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Even though the competition topic seems very simple, it required
doing quite a lot of research regarding what style suits this topic and
what about the color theme design? After trying to answer these
questions, I decided to elaborate my design idea by paying attention
to what most contemporary bathroom design should be like and how
to further refurbish this style into a much more elegant and modernize
looking bathroom design.



This floor plan indicates the
bathroom function layout
between three main areas
(Shower area, Toilet area,
and Basin area). The
height used for most of the
equipment in this room is
very suitable for both the
parents' and children's daily
usage.
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Use this text box for description,
if required.

Use Space on the right to show 
full bathroom visuals.



I put the glass door to separate the
shower area and the other space, so
the user can enjoy the shower without
letting any water spill to the other
areas. Moreover, it has a big window
to let good natural light come inside
and make the environment more
refreshing. The user also can use the
winder blind if they want more privacy.



The toilet area contains the
bidet, paper holder, and bidet
sprayer. I put it next to the basin
area to save space and make
the bathroom more flexible for
everyday used activities.



There are three main elements in the
basin area. The first is the cabinet on the
top spot, which can put any everyday
used item. The second key element is
the wooden cabinet on the bottom part,
which can be used for extra storing.
Lastly, the it is the basin area that locate
in the middle, its height is only around
750 mm, which allow both small children
and adults to can use comfortably.



This is one of the isomeric
angle view. The bathroom
has a big window design,
so there would be enough
natural light provide for the
interior during the day.



This is another isometric angle
from the shower area. By
looking from this angle we can
understand that the bathroom
interior is separated clearly
between the shower area and
the bidet area.



I want to use a dark color theme
as the core of the interior layout for
the design specification. These
colors make the bathroom more
civilized and look sophisticated.
Moreover, the dark marble floor
combined with the white marble
wall evokes the feeling of luxury
and elegance. Because the dark
color can make the room feel
smaller, I decided to use the white
marble and white ceiling as the
contrast to make the interior
appear more extensive and
comprehensive.
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Dark Walnut Wooden
Cabinet

Dark Marble Flooring

White Marble Wall Panel
1200*1400 Mirror Panel
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There are six products that I
downloaded and used for this
project. And all of them seem
to fit in together very well, and
they play an excellent role in
creating a modernized-looking
bathroom. However, I decided
to use the bidet sprayer
product from another source
because I could not find any
item related to that specific
product on the website.

Acacia Supa Sleek 
Vessel 550mm

Acacia Evolution 
Paper Holder

Acacia Evolution Concealed 
Bath & Shower Mixer

250 mm Square Brass Rain 
Shower Head

KASTELLO Wall Mounted 
Vessel Mixer

Acacia Evolution Smart Toilet 
3.55L RI 305mm with Auto Seat 
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Thank you !
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